INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to obtain two familiar duality theorems, the Gelfand and the Pontryagin, by employing the theory of triples and using only a minimum of analytical information. The general method involved is similar to that of Linton [La] in his investigation of the Stone duality.
In the first case (Sections 1, 2) we are interested in the category A whose objects are all commutative C*-algebras with identity and whose morphisms are *-and identity-preserving algebra homomorphisms. It is well-known that all such morphisms are continuous and, in fact, have norm not greater than 1. The Gelfand duality establishes an equivalence between A and the opposite category of K, the category of compact Hausdorff spaces and continuous maps, by means of the functors XEKt+C(X)EA, A E A t, &A E K, where C(X) denotes the algebra of all C (complex)- In the second case, we first derive the Pontryagin duality between the category @ of compact Abelian groups and continuous homomorphisms and the category AlE8 of Abelian groups and homomorphisms (Section 3). Then, using the methods of Kaplan [K, , Ii*], we extend this duality to a subclass of the category UG of topological Abelian groups and continuous homomorphisms which contains the full subcategory [L of locally compact Abelian groups (Section 4). Letting T represent the (compact) circle group (all complex numbers with absolute value l), we denote by e the character * The first three sections of this paper form a part of the author's doctoral thesis at McGill University. group of G, for G E TG, i.e., G = TG (G, T) , where the operations of G are pointwise and the topology is the compact-open topology. If GE [L, then G t L, and the Pontryagin duality theorem states that d E G. We shall employ the standard facts (e.g., see [RI) that F = 2, R .y= R, where Z denotes the ring of integers, R the field of real numbers.
Since the theory of triples will be the tool in proving these dualities, we must recall certain basic information.
Let U : X --f V be a functor having a left adjoint F. This situation gives rise to a triple T = (T, 01, p) on Y, which consists of an endofunctor T on V' and two natural transformations, a : 1, -+ II', /?J : T2 --f T, satisfying the rules p 0 aT ~2 1, = /3 0 Tel, p o /3T r= /3 o Tp. Explicitly, the associated triple is (T = C:F, 01 = y, /3 = L-vF), where y and v are, respectively, the unit and counit of the adjoint pair (F, U) . We are especially interested in the category T-alg of algebras over T. The objects of T-alg are all pairs (Y, E), where YE V and < E V(T1*, 1) is such that 5 0 aY = 1 r and Tt 0 [ = /3Y o t; a morphism g : (I', <) + (Y', [') is an element of V(Y, Y') satisfying g o [ = 5' o Tg. The canonical semantical comparison functor Y : X --f T-alg is defined by Y117 ~= (CTX, CiX) and !&'f = Uf, for X, X' E X, f E X(X, X'). \Vhen y is an equivalence of categories, X is said to be tripleable over V.
In the proofs of the duality theorems, we shall construct different triples all on the base category $5, the category of sets and all maps, and compare their categories of algebras. In particular, we prove (Sections 1, 3) independent of duality, that A and Cop are tripleable over S.
TRIPLEABILITY OF A OVER !3
Of prime importance in the establishment of the Gelfand duality between A and ob"p is the tripleability of A over S, a fact which is of considerable independent interest. The functor D which accomplishes this tripleability is defined by DA={or~A:/Ia:/j<l}, and Df=fjDA, for AEA, f E A(& -4').
following diagram is commutative and such that u' is unique \vith this property:
Let z(i) denote p(n)( ') z and let n(i)-: l'! --, C he the map defined h!
where the bar is used to denote complex conjugation. \\'e define ol'(~(i)) _ a(;) and ti'(m(i)*) a(i)*. Let
.., k,) t C, be 3 polynomial of norm bounded lw 1 in a finite number of the functions n(i), n(i)*, for i F IZ. 11-e define 'a'( p) 1 q/x, )..
k\'e notice that for any gi t , N, J,
Thus, recalling that 1: OI'( p)ii supi ?(a'( p))~ : cp c. J.4: and that 1 ~(~(i)) ': j' a(i I, we have Hence, a' is defined and has norm bound& by I on the set 1' of polo nomials in a finite number of the functions z-(z'), am, f or i F 12. Since P is a separating algebra of continuous functions on I" which contains complex conjugates and constants, by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, every function in C(1ll) may be uniformly approximated by elements of P. Thus, 01' may he extended to all of C(r71) without increasing its norm.
It is clear that 01' is an identity-preserving "-homomorphism making diagram (I) commutative.
Its uniqueness is assured since if /? E: A(Dn, -4) is any map such that [D/3 c> p(n)](i) =: a(;), f or every i E n, then we must have _ D/3(77(i) ) m-2 a(i), D/3(37(i)*) : a(i)*. 1
From the proof of the above proposition, WC see that 6(=1), where 6 is the counit of the adjoint pair (fi, D), is the unique map from C(Io") to Ag which sends n(i) to i, for every i t DA.
\Vc shall use now the criteria of Linton [L,] which states that, subject to the condition that A possess kernel pairs and coequalizers, A will be tripleable with respect to D providing (a) two maps of A form a kernel pair if and only if their n-images form a kernel pair in $5 and (b) a map in A is a coequalizcr if and only if its n-image is a coequalizcr in S, E'ROPOSITION 1.2. A has all set-indexed inverse limits.
Proof
Let 0 be a small category and let r : 0 -> A be a functor. We denote I'I' b\--1, for i E 1. Let us define a-subset ,-I,, of &I dj as follows:
A,, 7 {s -~ (...) xi )...) :
Under the operations of pointwisc addition, multiplication, and scalar multiplication, il, is casilv seen to be a commutative algebra with identit) over C. JIoreover, defining ~1 x ~1 = sup{/ 1 XL ii : it 81 gives us a norm for -.I,, under-which it becomes a Banach algebra. Finally, if we define (..., xi ,...) " mr ( l;;l;i~;;f.i); then A IS a P-algebra. Verification that 9, is indeed the inverse 1 s routine. 1 \\'e re~nark that the existence of set-indexed products and of kernel pairs follows from Proposition I .2. I&tracing the above argument, n-e see that the kernel pair of the map ,~EA(A, =1') is simply (up to isomorphism) the subalgebra of =1 x d-1 consisting of all pairs (al , a.,) such that fai fa? .
A possesses all coequalizeus.
Proqf. Let fi , f1 t A(A, *-l'). Let / bc the closed ideal of *-1' gene&cd by { .f,(u) ---f?(a) : a t ;I); i.e., where ,y )-?I' an element s is in J if and only ifs == limniz s, , -1 i ai .( fi(a,,,) -JL(ai,,)), for ai 1L E ,4'. It is a standard fact of P-algebras (see [D] ) that A'/ J E A; we let T'E A(d', J'/J) be the natural projection map. Clearly, T c fi = 77 of2 .
Suppose that &4" t A and h E A(il', =2") is such that /z 0 fi h -,f2 . IVe wish to define y E A(z4'j1, 4") such that F 0 T ---h. Clearly, v must have the propert!-that F([a']) mm= ,%(a'), where [a'] d enotes the equivalence class of u' in =I'/J. 11-c need only show that 9) is well-defined in this manner. 'To this end, let [a'] [a,,']. We suppose first that a' -a,,' -xtml a?'( fi(al) ~ fi(ai)), in which case h(a' -a,,') = & h(ai')(/zfl(ai) -hf2(ui)) = 0. If a' -a,,' -= lim ,' .I .\',, > where xn = CF"r a:,,( fi(ai,,L) --f2(a,,,)), then the continuity of h implies that h(a' -a,') ~ lim,ri3: Iz(x,) -0. Hence, F is well defined, and J'/] is the coequalizer of fi , fi . 1
The necessity of the condition in (a) follows from the fact that I> has a left adjoint. Its sufficiency is given by the next proposition. Let us define J .y=: (a' E A-1' : (a', 0) E A:. 1Ve shall show that J is a closed ideal of &4'. Let n,', uz' E J, s E A'. Then there exist a, , a2 E ,J such that fi(ul) = a,', fi(a,) === a,', f&J = = f2(uz) -0. Thus, f&z1 --u2) -ul' --u2' and f2(ul ~ u2) = 0, implying that a,' -u2' E /. Since Dd is an equivalence relation on D/l', there exists a, E D,4 with IIf, == .T/~~ .T j, Df2(u,J xl!1 .r /'. Therefore, fi(i~ s 1~ u,,ul) =--,~a,',&~(~~ m !~ a,,n,) =: 0, and xal' E ,J. Finally, suppose that a,,' ---f a' in d' with {a,,') C J. Then there exists {u,,; C -4 with f&L) r-%' > fJn,,) = 0 for each n. Morcovcr, ~~ u,~ I; ~ sup(" N,,' , 0) /~ a," ~1. Therefore, (a,) is a Cauchy sequence, and, hence, converges to some element a E -4. Thus, fi(a,)
---arl' -+ fi(u) n' and$L(u7,) =--= 0 -t?(a) 1 0. Therefore, a' t /, and / is a closed ideal.
Let n E A(./l', A4'/j) denote the canonical projection map. Suppose that =1" E A and h, , h, E A(il", J') are such that pi 3 lzl 7~ 0 h, . Then for every a" t /I", n(h,(a") -&(a")) -=: 0, and, hence, /~~(a") -&(a") E /. Thus ~vc ca, find a unique a t 4 withfl(a) = h,(u"),~fi(u) h,(u"). \Ve define Ji E A(&J", -4) by #(a") = a as described above. Then ,f, r I/J mm--/ri , i -2 1, 2, and C+'J is the unique map having this property. Hcncc, we have shown that fi ,f.. form the kernel pair of 7~. 1
It is trivial to see that if Df is an onto mapping of sets, forf E A(-4, +A'), then f is onto in A. Hence, the sufficiency of the condition in (b) will be dcmonstrated by the following proposition. Proof. Let d, C iz >; A be the kernel pair of f, p1 , p, : d,, + .4 the projections. Suppose that iz" E A and .f' E A(il, A4") is such that f' J p1 2 f' 0 p, . We wish to define q E A(A', A") such that v 0.f -= f'. There is only one possible definition for y, namely, ~(a') = f'(a), where a tfp'(a'); we need only see that QS is well defined. To this end, let a, , a, E .J be elements such that .f(a,) = f(uJ = a'. Then (a, , az) E *4,, . Hence, f'p,(a, , uJ -= f'(q) = .f'(u,) ---~ f'p2(a1 > +). Therefore, q is well defined, and f is the coequalizer of p1 , p, . 1
Finally, by virtue of the nature of coequalizers in !S, the following proposition, due to Rigelhof, gives us the necessity of (1~). PROPOSITION I .6. Let f t A(A, A') be un onto map. Then Qf is also onto.
Proof.
Let a' E DA'. First we choose any preimage d of a' under f. \Ve denote by K the spectrum of Z; thus, K is a compact subset of C. We define a map 0 : C(K) -A as follows. Let O(l,) = d, O(l,*) =m: 6". Let P denote the set of all polynomials in lK, IK*; let p :I zj,,j2 B(j, ,j2) lKjll$', where B(j, ,j,) E C, be in P. We define 8(p) := xjl,j2 B(j, , j,) &?*j~. For any v E. &'A we see that y(B( p)) = p(~(ci), p(Li*)). Hence, Ij O( p):i < 11 p ii, and B is a norm-decreasing, identity-preserving *-homomorphism defined on P. Hut P is dense in C(K) by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, and, thus, 8 may be extended to all of C(K) without increasing its norm.
In a similar manner, we let K' denote the spectrum of a', and we define a map 0' t A(C(K'), A') such that O'(l,,) = a'. \Vc notice that K' C K. Hence, by Tietze's extension theorem, l,, has a continuous extension p to K of norm equal to 1~ 1 K' :/ .= sup{ / X / : X E K') = 11 a' 'I:
We consider the element O(p). Clearly, II O(p)11 :< Ii a' 11. Let i : C(K) 4 C(K') be the obvious inclusion map. Then f o 0 = 0' 0 i, since (0' 0 i)(lK) = O'(l,,) = a' =f(6'(lK)) := (fo 19)(1,). Hence,
is the element we are seeking. 1 and a == B(p)
481/x9/2-6
We state for future reference the theorem which has been proved in this section.
'I?IE~REM 1.1. A is tvipleuble with respect to D.
'I'HE GELI'.~NI) ~ALITY
The Gelfand duality will emerge from the consideration of two triples and their categories of algebras. The first triple is that resulting from the adjoint pair (fi, 11) of Section I. The second triple results from a set-valued functor II on the category K"J', which is now defined.
). We define IIS K(S, I), Z+(Jz) m= h c g. The existence of a left adjoint for II, given bp the following proposition, is well-known.
I-'ROPOSITIOIU 2.1. II has a left adjoint d : S -z KOi', which is defined as follows. Let n, YIZ E S, a: E S(n, m), y E I"'. Then l>n l", I?a(y) -= y o ct.
Pvoof. Let n c 5, A7t K. Then K""(Hjz, A-) :-K(A-, Z') E K(S, I)" c S(n, W(X, I)) = S(n, ZIX). 1 Let 71, E denote, respectively, the unit and counit of the adjoint pair (g, U).
\Ve can easily see that 7(n) : )I -+ HIin ~ W(lji, I), the map corresponding to I;,! according to the above composition of isomorphisms, is defined for i t n, y E I", by ~(n)(i)(y) y(i). Similarly, E(S) : S + AHX ~~ lKM'x,", the map corresponding to lHX , is defined for
One can prove in various uays that in fact K"" is triplcable over 6 with respect to N. %ye shall merely refer to [Du, Section 51, the publication of which paper has superseded the author's own argument. Hence, we have A N D-alg and 06"" 'v H-alg. The desired relationship between A and K"" can be established by more careful consideration of the two categories of algebras. Let C : K"i' -A denote the functor which assigns to YE K the C*-algebra C(X) and to h E lK(S, Y) the morphism C/z, taking N E C(1.) to (Y c k t C(X). Then the following relation exists. Proof. 1Ve have USC(S), Iid :
where n(g) t L)C(IDc(XJ ) is defined by z-(g)(y) = y(g) for y t ID"(r). Thus, II&(+ g)) = g, and, hence, USC (S) and HEX agree on r(g), for all g E DCAY. But the polynomials in a finite number of the n(i) and their conjugates arc dense in DC(IDctxl) by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem.
hroreover, H&Y by its definition clearly preserves these polynomials and their limits. Hence, D&CA = HtS. 1
Thus we have proved the following theorem. The above isomorphism allows us, by means of the two scmantical comparison functors, !P and @, and their equivalence inverses, If/ and @, to establish an equivalence between Ku" and A:
Since Y and 9 are equivalences, !P is also the left adjoint of p. Thus, clearly, 6Y is the left adjoint of !I%, and they are equivalence inverses to each other. We shall investigate these composition functors and their units and counits to reveal the usual Gelfand correspondence between K"" and A. We remark that in the proof of the tripleability theorem (see [L,] or [B] ), Ik and d, are constructed in a canonical manner. For example, if (n, 5) ED-alg, then p(n, [) is defined to be the coequalizer in A of Bt, GL%z, which exists by the hypothesis on limits in A. THEOREM 2.5. Let X t K. Then p@X s C(X).
Pyoof. In accordance with the above remark, &A is the coequalizer in K"l' (equalizer in K) of ADSA, E~DA: Let OL E/~A. We first observe that &DA(a) :~= Hc(l} 0 H&ax HiiDA Hkl *Hh
For if h E Hi?fDA, then &DA(ol)(lz) = h(a) and is the equalizer of f?DSA, &DA. 1 Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 show that !J% and &!P are on objects, up to isomorphism, the well-known functors, C and J&'. Verification of their agreement on morphisms will be omitted. We now wish to investigate the unit y: I,-, !&@Y z CL&! of the adjoint pair (@P, Y@). Since @Y and !& are equivalence inverses, y will be an isomorphism, and we wish to show it is the Gelfand isomorphism, which for A E A associates to each a E A its Gelfand transform Cz, defined on 9) E J&'A by a(v) = ~(a). In terms of the units % P of (Y, P), ($9 @)? respectively, yA = !@YA 0 olA. A description of the units and counits of any semantical comparison functor with adjoint is given " in [HI. In particular, we first describe the counit cy' of (Y, Y). By definition, p(DA, DSA) is the coequalizer in A of BDSA, Si)DA:
Since SA also coequalizes the diagram, there is a unique map-which is dA-to make the diagram commutative. When Y is an equivalence, as in the present case, ol'A is an isomorphism, and A together with the map SA also Let c hc as in diagram (1) Hence, y--I is the Gelfand transformation. 1 3. DUALITY OF Co" AND AB 'l'he structure of this section bears a direct resemblance to that of Sections 1, 2. \Ye shall obtain here a restricted version of the Pontryagin duality, which is made possible by the well-known fact (see [RI) that if G is a discrete Abelian group, then its character group 6 is a compact Abelian group, and conversely. The usual proof of this fact makes use of the homcomorphism between G and the maximal ideal space of the commutative Banach algebra Ll(G). As we shall also utilize this correspondence later on, we note that with
where f is any element of L1(G) and ,f, rV(G) is given by .f&) = .f(x $-y) for all y E G. \Vc also note that L1(G) is semisimple (see [S] ).
1l'e begin with some facts about the category C.
I'R~P~~~TION 3.1. C has all set-indexed imerse limits.
Proof.
Let r : J --+ @ be a functor, where J is a small category. We denote by X, the element I" forj E J. It is easy to see first that the Cartesian product njEJ Xj , endowed with the product topology, is an element of C. Let XC, be the subset of JJjtJ X, defined by -X0 = {ZC = (..., x, ,...) : ra(.lcj) = .z,( , whenever 01 E J(j, Fz)}. It follows directly that X,, is a closed subgroup of nrcJ Xj and, hence, an element of @.
We let p,i E @(X0 , Xi) d enote the projection maps for j E J. Clearly, if 01 E J( j, /i), then ror 0 pj r-2 ps . Suppose that S' t C and qj t @(X', X,) for 7 j t J arc such that 1010 q, : qk , whenever a: E J( j, k). We define 9 : X' -+ X,, by q(d) == (..., e(d) ,... ). Since Ih(q,(x')) = q,,(d) for each a: E J(j, Iz), we see that I TV A1T0 . It is obvious that v E C(X', X,) and is the unique map to insure the relation p, 0 y 4, , for each j c $. Hence, -\;, is the inverse limit of I-. 1
The category @ is equipped with a zero object, the one-point compact Abelian group {O). Hence, it makes sense to speak of the kernel of a map. \\'e note, moreover, that the kernel of a map ft C(X, I') coincides with the usual notion of kernel (x C: S : f(,v) 0).
PROPOSITION 3.2. C has ~11 cokernels.
Proof. Let f~ C(S, -Y'). Clearly, f [S] is a compact, hence, closed subgroup of S'. Therefore, X'/f [A'], endowed with the quotient topology, belongs to @ ([HR]). The verification that S'/f [S] is the cokerncl of ,f is routine and will be omitted.
[ PROPOSITION 3.3. C is au Abelian category.
Proof. FYc must show (SW [F] ) that (i) 6) has a zero object; (ii) every pair of objects of C possesses a product and a sum; (iii) every map of @ has both a kernel and a cokernel; (iv) every mono in @ is the kernel of some map; (v) every epi in @ is the cokerncl of some map.
\Ve have already remarked that (i) is satisfied. The existence of products is guaranteed by Proposition 3.1. \Ve can easily see that for X, , X, E @, 9, :< X-, is also the sum of ;Y, and Xa with the inclusions g1 : Si + 8, x S, defined by g,(x,) ~= (xl , 0), g,(x,) (0, x.J. Condition (iii) follows from Propositions 3. I and 3.2.
Let f t C(S, S') be a mono. %T\:e first observe that f is one-one, since the kernel pair S, off must be the diagonal of S x S and, hence, (0, x) 6 X,, unless x :-0. The cokernel off is S'!f[X], as we have seen. Letg E C(s", A") be such that T o g -2 0, where 7~ t C(X', S'lf [X] ) is the projection map. Then for every x" E X", g(Y) E~ [~Y] . H ence, there is a unique x E S with f(x) = g(x"). We define $ : ,ri" -+ S 1 )y sending x" to x. Clearly, f 0 4 == g, and this definition is the unique one to insure this commutativity.
It is obvious that $ is a homomorphism.
If xi -x" in A", then by the continuity of g, g(xI) = f(#(xi)) -+ g(x") == f(~/~(x")). But since f is a homeomorphism from X to f[X], the convergence of .f(#(xi)) to .f($(x")) implies the convergence of 41,(x:) to #(A!'). Hence, f is the kernel of rr, and (iv) is satisfied.
Let g E @(S, X') be epi. 1TTl:e observe that g must be onto, for if r E C(X', X'/g [S] ) denotes the projection, then v o g = 0 o g implies that 7~ 7: 0. Let X0 be the kernel of g and let i E @(X, , X) be the inclusion map. Suppose that h E @(X, X") is such that h o i 2 0. Let x' E X'. There exists x E S with gx = x'. We define v : X' --•f X" by I = h(x). Clearly, this definition is the unique one to insure that 9 o g = h. Moreover, p is well-defined, since if g(xi) = g(x,), then x1 -x'a E X0, and h(x, -x2) = 0. The fact that g, is a homomorphism is straightforward. and y is continuous. Therefore, g is the cokernel of i, and (v) is satisfied. 1 Let L : cop + S denote the functor which assigns to X* E C the set c(X, T) and to f E c(X-, Y) the function Lf defined by Lf(y) = y 0 f, for y E @(Y, T). We note that L simply sends an clement of C to its character group regarded as a set. Proof. Since G is equipped with set-indexed products by Proposition 3.1, the proof of Proposition 2.1 may be used here. 1
Let us denote by 7, E the unit and counit of the adjoint pair (J!,, L), respectively. Explicitly, for m E S, i E m, v E T"!, I
: m + @(T", T) is defined by ~(m)(i)(v) = V(Z); for X E C, x E 9, y E @(X, T), c(X) : X --, TCCx,'-' is defined by t(X)(s)(y) = y(x). Let @ : coo -L-alg denote the semantical comparison functor associated with the triple L = (Li, 7, LEE). In analogy to Section 2, we shall establish the Pontryagin duality by considering the functor @ and the category L-alg. In particular, we wish to make use of a representation theorem of Linton [L,], a reformulation of which is given now in the setting of Abelian categories. TZ'e proceed to verify the remaining hypotheses for our case. THEOREM 3.6. T is a cogenerator in @.
Proof.
Let X E @, and let x,, E X be a nonzero element. It suffices to show that there is an element y E @(X, T) with ~(x,,) # 1. Let V be a neighborhood of 0 in X having compact closure and such that where p is used to denote the haar mcasurc on .Y. SinccL'(.\') is a semisimplc Banach algebra, there exists q E. //r,l (S) such that p?( g ~ f) -,I~ 0; i.e., y(g) ; ye.
But under the isomorphism hetucen /ir,l (S) and fi, cf: corresponds to the element y,,, III @(zY, T) defined b!; y,,(.~) ~~~~ ~(f~)j&'), fat
The proof that T is injcctive in C will require a lemma, following a suggested outline of Frcyd [F, p. 1061. LERIiV.4 3.7.
Let f E @(T, -1.) be a mmo. Then every element g of @(T, T) factors through ,f.
Proof. Consider the set J of all elements g of @(T, 7') which are of the form y o.f, for some y E C(S, T). It is easy to SW that J is an ideal of C(T, T). However, C(T, T) g 2, and, hence, J must be principal. Let g, E @(T, T) bc the generator of J.
Let /z E @(K, 7') be the kernel of R,, . 'I'hen for anv clement g of J, we have R ~= lz 0 g, for some h t C(T, T) and, hence, (*) i 1 t< : h o go 0 h = 0. \Z'e claim that 12 must actually be the zero map. If not, then neither is .f 0 k E C(K, .XJ, since f is mono. Since T cogenerates @, there exists y E @(iY, T) such that y of 0 h f 0. Rut this contradicts ('), since y c JE J. 'Therefore, k -2 0, and, thus, g,) is one of the two possible mows from 7' to itself, viz., the identity or the inversion map. Hence, j = C(T, T). 1 THEOREM 3.8. T is injectiae in C.
Proof. Let f~ C(X, I') be a mono, and suppose that y t C(X, T). II> properties of Abelian categories [Ii, 2.15*, 2.54"], WC may form the pushout P off and y, and, moreover, f will be a mono. By Lemma 3.7, 1, factors through f; i.e., there exists y" E @(P, T) such that y" cf m: lr Hence, y" c g extends y. 1
Ily virtue of Theorem 3.5, we may now conclude that @ : CC'!' -L-alg is full and faithful, having the canonically constructed functor 6 as its left adjoint. That @ is actually an equivalence will be shown after we succeed in identifying L-alg with AB. This identification is motivated by the observation thatL may be viewed as a functor from @"l' to AB whenLS _mm ,!? is considered to possess its natural character group structure.
It is well-known that AD is tripleable with respect to its underlying set functor V, which has as its left adjoint the usual free Abelian group functor F; CG will often be denoted by 1 G 1, for G E /YE!. Let us denote by ,x, 6 the unit and counit of the adjoint pair (F, L:) . Explicitly, WC' have ,~(a) : IZ -FFn := i x,( Z 1 defined by p(n)(i) = z, where (z)/ 0 for j f i, (x)~ :: 1 for j ~ i, for IZ E S, i,j~ n; 6(G) : FZ;G ~ x.L, Z + G is defined by S(G)(z) -= CyEC (z),g, for GEAIEB, VEX r, Z.
The proof of the correspondence between L-alg and AIF! will rejy on the fact that at the level of Abelian groups, we have flDj xisl Xi, where I is a set and Si E @. A straightforward proof of this standard result may be found in [RI.
THEOIu3T 3.9. L-alg is isomorphic to AB. We proceed to show that 0 is natural in n. Let x E zrL Z ', /3 t Tn. Then by definition, f?(n) acts as follows: 0(n)(z)@) = Hi;.,& exp(i(z),iE, where Kis the real number modulo 2n associated to /3(h) E T under the usual isomorphism. Let o( E S(n, WZ). We wish to show that the following diagram is commutative:
But (UFE(Z))~ = 0 if j + 0l(lz) for any K E n, ( UFOC(~))~ = zti(IC;)Cj (z)k if j = o(k) for some k E n. Therefore,
On the other hand, we have
Hence, B is natural. We have remarked that AB is equivalent to the category T-alg of algebras over the triple T = (UF, p, U6F); in fact, the semantical comparison functor actually establishes an isomorphism between AB and T-alg. We wish further to establish an isomorphism between the categories L-alg and T-alg, which will then yield our theorem, by means of the correspondence (n, [) E L-alg ++ (8, E 0 6%).
That this correspondence does indeed give us the desired isomorphism is an easy consequence of the relations (1) B(n) 0 CL(~) = v(n) and (2) UGLX == LcX 0 OLX, which we shall now verify. Let j E n, /3 E T". Then ~(~M4(~))(P) = n exP(+44(i))k @G LEn and q(j)(p) = p(j) = exp(iG.
Hence, (1) (2) is established, and our proof is complete. 1 By Theorem 3.9, we may now think of CD as embedding Co{' as a full subcategory of AD. The next theorem improves upon this statement.
THEOREM 3. IO. CD establishes an equivalence between @**I and AD.
Proof. To establish an equivalence as desired, we need only show that each element G of AB is isomorphic to some element of @[@""I. Let G be represented as the quotient of a free Abelian group xI Z; we let e be the quotient map and Ir, m its kernel: \Ve know that @[Con] contains Z = L(T) and, hence, by the comment preceding 3.9, it contains all free Abelian groups. Since H is a subgroup of XI Z, it is also free, say, H = xJ Z. The fact that AB is Abelian (see [F] ) implies that e, being the cokernel of some map in AD, is the cokernel of m.
Since @ is full, there is a map f~ C(TI, T-') such that @f = Lf = m. Let K, K be the kernel off in @. Since CD is faithful, the fact that m is mono implies that f is epi. Thus, f must be a cokernel in C, in particular, the cokernel of k.
Since CD preserves inverse limits in @ 09, m must be the kernel of @K = Lk:
However, since k is mono, the injectivity of T implies that Lk is epi, and, hence, a cokernel in AB. Thus, Lk must also be the cokernel of m, and we have LK z G. 1 C'OR~LIARY 3.1 I. Co1 is tripleable with respect to I,.
The final step in our attempt to prove the I'ontryagin duality bctwccn C?~ and A@ is the investigation of 6 : L-alg "1 AB -+ CO{', the left adjoint of @. \Yc remark that for G t AB, 6' AB(G, T), where 'I' is simply regarded as an Abclian group here.
Proof. According to the isomorphism established between AB and L-alg, G corresponds to (~ G 1, CSG c, (0C'G) t). T\'e let 5 denote (%G c (HCG)m '. By previous description (Section 2), c$(~ G ', [) is the cokernel in C:"l' of the maps L[, cL(,:G:
Let us define ,j : G --f 7'lf; bl-i(y) L:y, for y E G. Clearly, j is a map of @. We shall show that j [G] ( Let X E @, G E AD. Then Lf "-A-and d g G.
Proof. Since CD is an equivalence by Theorem 3.10, we have X g &ix
From the restricted case of the Pontryagin duality which has just been proved, we may obtain the Pontryagin duality for a larger class of topological Abelian groups which contains as a proper subclass the category li. For this we shall employ standard facts concerning the structure of locally compact Abelian groups for which [HI<] will be the reference.
Fir-St we recall that an element G of [L is said to be compactly generated if there csists a compact set F in G such that G = CO: uzZI (F u F-l) "; i.e., the subgroup generated by F is G itself. Limiting ourselves to the case of compactly generated locally compact Abelian groups, we may profit from the following structure theorem, which is proved [HK, 9.81 without appeal to any duality other than that already established in Section 3.
'I'HEORERI 4.1.
k'-ierJ' C0?~ljxzCf~J genevated locally compact 3beliatl group is homeomorphic to R" ;< Z"i Y F. dwre n, in are nonnegative iutegevs and FtC.
Let us denote, hopefully without confusion, the character group functoi from UG"" to UG by L. for II, rrz nonnegative integers, F t @. Thus, the Pontryagin duality holds for all compactly generated locally compact Abelian groups.
Our plan is to show that the Pontryagin duality also holds for all elements of UG which are the direct or inverse limit of compactly generated locally compact Abelian groups. We describe explicitly such limits.
Let I' : 0 + UG he a functor, aith 0 a small category; let Ti G, . Then G,,, = lim r is exactly as described in Proposition 3.1 : -G,, 1 I( . . . . -t"; ,...) E n Gi : rol(x,) = .rj , whenever 01 E O(i, j)\, and n Gi ien 1s:
is endowed with the product topology; m-?-e often write G, : lim Gi . On the other hand, in order to describe lim r =-lim Gi we need a good notion of the infinite sum, which is given in [K,] . .., n + 1, such that h,(xJ E iYi , and Cyz: Ui C U. Since the hi are continuous, we may find open sets N, in Gi such that xi E Ni for each i E 0, h[iVJ C c', for i = l,..., n, and h[NJ C Ufl+, for i > n. The collection {N,} defines an asterisk neighborhood N of (..., xi ,...) in @Gi , and, hence, there exists A, such that for all X > A, , (..., xi) ,...) E N. Thus, for all h > A,, , x," E Vi , which implies that C h(xiA) = q(..., xi",...) E U. Therefore, ~7 is continuous. We shall show that +[H] -0, and, hence, that P) defines a continuous homomorphism p from G' to G", which will clearly be the unique map having the property & = hi for all i E 0. To this end, let x = (...) 0, xi , 0 ,...) -(...) 0, rax, ) 0 ,...) E H for some a E U(i,j). Then F(X) = &xi -hjraxi = 0, and, hence, 9) is zero on the subgroup generated by elements of this form. Since 9) is continuous, @'[HI = 0. 1
In Section 3 we proved that T is an injective object in @. The fact that T is also injective for closed subgroups of a much wider class-elements of IL, their infinite products and direct limits-will follow from the same line of Nest we remark that Ixmma 3.7 remains valid for all elements of 6G which arc cogcneratcd by 7: since kernels exist in iiG as for @. Hence, h! Section 3 the injcctivity of T with respect to the closed subgroups of elements of 1L, their infinite products and direct limits, is a consequence of the following lemma.
LEM~IA 4.5. /A G E UG be such that 7' is n cogenevrrtor for G; /et tl be a closed subgroup of G. If ,f denotes the inclusion and y t UG(H, 'I'), then the pushout P off and y exists, and, ,fuvthermore, f is WZONO: I :y I Proof. Let M = ((JY, -ye) E G @ T : s E H>. Clearly, dl is a subgroup of G C T, and, moreover, it is closed since.1 is a homeomorphism onto its image. It is easy to see that G @ TiX = P is the pushout of the above diagram and that f and 7 arc the obvious maps. Suppose that f(A) (0, A) + ,'M = 0. Then there exists x t H such that f (.v) 0, Y(X) A. Since f is one to one, x = 0, and, hence, h == I. 1
Let us suppose for the remainder of this section that F : II + 8G is a functor with T'i G; a compactly generated locally compact Abelian group for each i E !I, where 0 is a small category. COROLLARY 4.9. The Pontryagin duality holds for eEery GE L.
By C:orollary 4.8 it suffices to show that every G E [i is the direct limit of compactly generated elements of iL. is such that Gj , Gj C G,< , and, thus, the collection (G,JiEr is directed. Clearly, G = uisl G, is the direct limit of the Gi . 1
